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Translated from English to Spanish Description: What happens when a scientist from the futuristic world transforms into the world of magic and knights? Amazing MC - That's what's going on! The scientist's goal is to explore the mysteries of the universe, and that's exactly what Laylin intends to do when he is
reincarnated. Dark, cold and calculating, he uses all his resources as he embarks on his adventures to achieve his goal. Face? Who needs it... Mmm... that the boy seems too powerful to take now... It is better to keep a low profile from now on. Do you want me to help you? Of course ... but what benefit can I get from
this? No problem? Good bye. Mmm... that guy might seem to cause me some problems in the future. I have to release it for now and let it grow in those who may threaten me... Don't kill. Employees Names: Wu Giới Thuật S. Wujie Shushi 巫界术⼠ Language: Chinese Author (s): Plagiarist Wen Chao Gong抄公 Year:
2015 Status in COO: 1200 Chapters (Full) Volume 1: Trans Chapters 1 - 287 Click on Titles, to Go to Chapters 1: Reincarnation Chapter 2: Chip I.A Chapter 3: Knight Chapter 4: Cultivating Chapter 5: Cross Sword Chapter 6 : Disagreement Chapter 7: Extortion Chapter 8 : Chapter 9 Alliance: Entering The Plains Chapter
10: Huargos Herd Chapter 11: Cross Court Chapter 12: Taking Action Chapter 13: Arrival Chapter 14: Ability to Test Chapter 15: Acolytes Chapter 16: Chernobyl Islands Chapter 17: Blimp Chapter 18: Conflict Chapter 19: Arrival at the Academy Chapter 20: Choice Mentors Chapter 21 : Croft Chapter 22: Meditation
Techniques Chapter 23: Inside The Compound Academy Chapter 24: Acolyte Level 1 Chapter 25 : Making Elementary Potions Chapter 26: Beginning Attempts Chapter 27: Successful Potion Preparation Chapter 28: About The Sale chapter 29: Spell Rank 0 Chapter 30: Experiments with Spells Chapter 31: Patrol
Mission Chapter 32: Red-Eyed Crows Chapter 33: Violent Mountain Bear Chapter 34: Advancing to Knight Chapter 35: Return to the Academy Chapter 36: Narrow Seat Chapter 37: Ancient Potions Chapter 38: Nissa Chapter 39 : Two Methods Chapter 40: Tip Chapter 41: Creating a Purchase Chapter 42: Temporarily
Leaving Chapter 43: Demon Giant Tree Chapter 44: Grey Stone Chapter 45 : Chapter 46 Recognition: Ambush Chapter 47: Inconvenient Chapter 48: Market Chapter 49: Recovery Chapter 50: Hellenel Market Chapter 51: Teachings of Lowian Chapter 52: Slaves Chapter 53: Subordinates Chapter 54: Roran City
Chapter 55: Hawks Roran Head Visit Chapter 57: Murphy Chapter 58: Banquet Chapter 59: Registration Chapter 60: Leaves Hove Purple Chapter 61: Bray Canyon Chapter 62: Changed Potion Chapter 63: Mutated Organism Chapter64: Marquis Forest Chapter 65: Underground Chapter 66: Run Chapters 67: Defense
of the zelier Chapter 68: Return to the City Extreme Night Chapter 69: Lead Chapter 70 : Rodent Slate Chapter 71: Preparing to Promote Chapter 72 : Advance to Acolyte Level 3 Chapter 73: Re-Examination Chapter 74: The Great Wizard of Serholm Chapter 75: Captive Chapter 76: Experiment and Precipitation
Chapter 77: Academy News Chapter 78: Arrangements Chapter 79: Entering All Right Chapter 80: Return Chapter 81: Granite Monkey Chapter 82: Arrangements Chapter 83 : Bloody Bath on a Secret Plane Chapter 84: Secret Revealed Chapter 85: Darkness Chapter 86 : Fall Star Pendant Chapter 87: Competition
Chapter 88: Blood Bath Begins Chapter 89: Entering the Plane Secret Chapter 90: Placing Trap Chapter 91: Opening Jaden Chapter 92: Notable Chapter 93: Activation Chapter 94: Self-Destructive Chapter 95: 2 Vs. : Murder of two acolytes Chapter 97: Conclusion Chapter 98: Killer Identified Chapter 99: Water Green
Chapter 100: Exception is a troubled change of Bath Hell, far more so than the Lords of the original devil. ←. Above the heavens, Mistral also regained his gaze. It's a shame ... If the lords of hell can unite, it will certainly give a big blow to the god of death... If you want deceptive demons to come together with the heart
and mind, this is no different from letting the devil obey order... As long as the god of righteousness speaks, and because of his priesthood, he does not have a good impression of these evil beings. That's right too! Mistral smiled, and of course he knew what virtue these demons were, resentful of their bosses, and
wanted to gain a higher position through conspiracy and rebellion. If Asmodier was not harmed, it might be possible to form a coalition with his foresight and prestige. Unfortunately, in the battle against the Kingdom of God, Nei Linsey penetrated directly into the depths of Neis and was seriously injured. This is a heavy
blow to the sea of resistance, even Asmothys have to self succultive for a long time. And now Raylene, will you miss this opportunity? There is a deep concern in the eyes of Mistral. The other part is now irresistible... This seems to be a reflection of Mistral's concern, and Tires said aside, there is a touch of helplessness
in his voice. If he is only a weak god, even if he is the pinnacle of God 8, I shall wait hundreds of years without any consumption. Eventually I can beat the other side ... Unfortunately... Mistral looked at the Ghost Town in the Kingdom of God and knew what Tyre was jealous of. Shen Country is not terrible, the
combination of arkanists and floating city is not terrible, but if they are united, the formed deterrent is not as simple as one plus one. A floating city backed by Shenguo? Even the archaniks of the Arkansas era of Nassau do not dare to think! Needless to say, the current level of Reliner has reached thirty-five! Even in the
Naser era, he's a super well-deserved giant! Enough to kill the existence of God! It is a nightmare for all true gods to have such a high level of secret masters sitting in a floating city! The computational power brought by the horror of the gods, makes Mistral instantly get the price for the destruction of the gods of Relin. I
want to destroy such a true God. Even the gods with mighty power will be destroyed. The power of the gods will also diminish to the extreme, in a state of sleep, and it is possible that tens of thousands of years can not recover ... Other gods. This powerful force on the verge of degeneration is also the tastiest prey in your



eyes! The question arises: is there a powerful force that is willing to be so selfless and sacrifice his life to destroy Lei Lin? The gods are selfish. As long as you calculate a little profit and loss, you immediately abandon that plan. Thus, Tyre will feel that the other side has reached a situation where it cannot be limited. But
fortunately ... Right now, the energy of the other side has been completely washed into hell, with the Asmodiers and the group of Lords of Hell. The confrontation between the two sides will be long and long and will cost thousands of years and even tens of thousands. It's not uncommon for a year ... Under deception,
Mistral can only recognize the ostrich according to Relin's agreement. Right now, we're summing up the way to re-energize. Tyre also agrees, and the war of the gods is long and long term. No wonder this has been going on for thousands of years. ...... Three layers of hell, Mina Loos. At this point, the fierce battle has
been going on for a long time, and the Devil Hunter Legion Snake Church has a natural limit on the devil. The devil's side has a surprising amount and horrified high-ranking power, and the battle was at some point. The city of Hitt, a city controlled by the magic of chains, has become a ruin, the bodies of countless
demons and hunters scattered and quickly swallowed by swamps. Leader of the Legion of Chain Demons, the most reliable demon of Kumas Mammon. Isabelle cut her skull as a trophy for the Legion of Devil Hunters. It is a pity that even with the help of the leader of the Dragon's Sorcerer and the incarnation of the gods,
the progress towards the hardness of the Hetts is either the limit. Because before the Legion came the lord of hell Minauros, the greedy grand prince Mammon! The body of a venomous snake under a human torso is crushed by the devil's army, releasing terrible toxins from the harpoon in his hand, blocking the path of
the Devil's Hunting Legion. In fact, if it weren't for The Incarnation of Rylin and the protection of the entire army with divine light, I fear that all demon hunters would be directly undermined by toxins. Fire greed ... it will burn you, so that your soul will forever fall into a swamp of erosion.... Marmont's hand waved a harpoon
and made a deadly curse. There's too much nonsense! The incarnation of Lei Lin on the air, and suddenly there was a coordinate of time and space. Boom! The roaring turbulence of time and space was directly compressed, and the huge shadow of the ghost town covered the sky above Mammon. About... Lord of the
Gladtonia! Kill the gods! Get out of here! Otherwise you will be sanctioned by all the lords of hell! Ma Meng spit out the tongue of his spine when faced with a floating city, and Lei Lin has obvious taboos. A demon that was blinded by greed ... In the floating city, the true god Lei Lin looks at Mammon: The reason I came
so late is to reach a consensus with the other lords of hell, and you... No! No, no, no, no, no, no, no, Ma Meng's body was clumsily twisted. Obviously, now that the lords of hell did not come to support him, they have caused great psychological pressure and bad associations. Now, after being exposed by Lei Lin, he is
restless in his heart. It became even more intense. The network of powerful rules of the floating city fell, and the authority of the infernal lords of Mamon compensated each other. The light of the Kingdom of God began a silent invasion. It's right now, we're in ontology, the winner will win everything and the loser will turn
into dirt! Rylin's body descended from the floating city and seemed to be covered with golden light. Among his nephews, the illusion of The Wings of Tugliaan crashed, shouting at Mammon, hungry with a horrible devouring desire, as if he were going to see the long-awaited prey. ...... Hum! Soon after, all Barto's hell once
again marked the beginning of tragic upheaval. The light of the second layer of the Kingdom of God began to fall, enveloping the three full layers of Heinus in hell, and the first three layers of Hell began to merge into one, becoming the land of God Lerin. In addition to Lei Lin's immediate recognition, the demons who live
in this instantly turn into filth, and the power of evil becomes the food of God's kingdom. In the lower hell, several lords of hell with terrible eyes watched the changes in the upper horror, though they did not want to do anything. Each of them is not an opponent of Relin, but at the moment there is no reason for unity. The
astomiers are seriously wounded and asleep, amplifying the turmoil of hell. However, having swallowed two layers of hell, the Kingdom of God Lerin also reached the limit, and power reached a critical point that forced him to stop his movements. The light of the entire land of God began to be confined, and many lords of
hell and the upper classes were liberated. Among the kingdoms of God, Lei Lin's face in a floating city is full of joy. Although this action was extremely risky, it finally succeeded! Since then, even if the other lords of hell have come together against him, he has also cost confrontation! This is an even more fearless
intervention of the gods! Hey! The rules of swallowing guys are exempt! Get the rules of greed to understand: 100%! Gathering greed! At this point, chip tips have also emerged. It's swallowing 100% ... because the other is also the devil, the essence is similar and the rules of greed are also very consistent with me .
Reylen touched his chin and looked at the data bar, which was updated: Name: Lei Lin? Name Faoran: God of Kukulkan's murder! Race: Human Rank: Weak Field of Power and Others: Evil Legal Priesthood: Murder, Greedy God: Avenas, Diss, Minaurus Fusion Plane (Unnamed) Level of God: 8 Believers: Indigenous
Keepers, Demons, Adventurer Priests Camp: Supreme Neutral, Legal Evil, Bad Neutral Arcane Division Level: 35 Power: 29 Agility: 29 : 350 Value Power: 200 (800) State of Health: Health: Strong, Rumored , extraordinary Adaptation, the body of God has experience: the original legendary sensory, secret increase, the
ability to master the illusion: change reality, super murder I just added the priesthood, no improvement in the level of God? After being watched for a long time, Lei Lin sighed a little. However, for this result, expected to top weak power right now, and if it improved the level, it would be average power! And the average
power of the world of the gods, if transformed, is an eight-tiered wizard! To master the power of several rules close to the existence of immortality. Mother snake 10,000, eye dough, sinister bird, etc. The great existence of many worlds is only of this level. How could this be promoted so easily? Three layers is enough, you
have to retain a certain amount of divine power to deal with other emergencies. The newly integrated hell plane and the devil also need to be rebuilt... Lei Lin looked at Minauros then, and several lords of hell watched the country of the gods with observation. There was a deep jealousy in the scorpion. At the moment...
Lei Lin smiled and prepared a contract for a hundred years of truce to be sent to the bottom of hell. Presumably, the devil's lords should be able to ask for it. (Continue). Mobile users should visit warlock of the magus world español pdf. novela warlock of the magus world español. warlock of the magus world novela
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